Reciprocal regulation of gene transcription by insulin. Inhibition of the phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase gene and stimulation of gene 33 in a single cell type.
Two H4IIE hepatoma cell genes, phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (PEPCK) and gene 33 (g33), are reciprocally regulated by insulin. Quantitation of mRNAPEPCK and mRNAg33 in total RNA isolated from cells treated with insulin showed a 7-fold increase in mRNAg33 amount and a 3-fold decrease of mRNAPEPCK. The cAMP analog 8-(4-chlorophenylthio)-cAMP induced mRNAPEPCK but had no effect on mRNAg33. The responses to various insulins and related molecules showed that the insulin receptor mediates the effects of physiologic concentrations of insulin on each of these genes. This inverse pattern of regulation by insulin was further characterized by determining the transcription rates of both genes in nuclei isolated at various times after the addition of insulin and 8-(4-chlorophenylthio)-cAMP to H4IIE cells. Insulin increased the rate of synthesis of mRNAg33 from 35 to 354 ppm and decreased the synthesis of mRNAPEPCK from 1175 to 109 ppm. These effects of insulin occurred rapidly and reached their maxima by 60 min. In both cases, greater effects were observed as insulin concentrations were increased from 10(-12) to 10(-8) M. Although the effects of insulin were concentration-dependent for both genes, the PEPCK gene was significantly more sensitive to low concentrations of insulin than was gene 33. The reciprocal effects of insulin on the synthesis of mRNAPEPCK and mRNAg33 in H4IIE cells provide a means of investigating how a hormone can exert opposing effects on two genes in the same cell.